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A wedding photographer acts as your eye and seals precious moments of the special event for a
lifetime. The wedlock bliss is relived and every moment of the memorable day is refreshed with the
help of quality wedding albums developed by the efforts of a proficient wedding photographer.

The wedding reception in simple terms is a party or celebration held after the actual marriage
ceremony. The reception is marked with different traditional events that vary from country-to-country
and culture-to-culture. A qualified wedding photographer makes sure that he takes proper note of
each event before hand and captures the special moment. Each event is sealed for a lifetime with
the help of high quality photographs.

Some of the important wedding photography checkpoints with respect to capturing each and every
important stage of the reception:

Entrance of bride and groom

The entrance of the reception area with the bride and groom hand-in-hand is a picture-perfect
moment. One cannot miss a quality shot of this time.

Brideâ€™s bouquet

The bouquet of the bride is an eye-catcher. It also adds a beautiful touch to the wedding album. The
bouquet draws attention of the guests and it finds a regular place in the wedding album.

Wedding cake

A Canadian Christian wedding is incomplete without the cake; rather, a Christian wedding is
incomplete without one. It is an important part of the reception and close snap shots of the towering
cake is important.

Cake Cutting Ceremony

Theâ€˜cake cuttingâ€™ ceremony is an important part of the reception party. The guests gather around the
wedding cake as the newlywed couple cuts it.

Bouquet toss

The brideâ€™s bouquet toss is a fun ceremony! A qualified photographer knows exactly when to take a
shot of the toss.

Candid Photos of bride, groom, and the guests

The candid photos of the bride, groom, family members, friends and other guests are an integral
part of an album. One cannot afford to miss the family or the ones especially asked by the
newlywed to be shot.

Bride and Groomâ€™s Dinner Time

The wedding party table for the bride, groom and their close family is an important affair and is
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captured for the album. Important shots such as serving, buffet arrangement, bride and groom
feeding each other need to be taken.

These and many other shots such as the first dance, garter toss, family dance, giftsâ€™ table,
decorations, etc that need to be included in the wedding album. One cannot afford to miss the
candid moments and the special poses to seal the event for a lifetime.
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Josh Bowie - About Author:
Josh Bowie is an international award-winning Richmond wedding photographer. He offers high
quality a wedding photography services and creates wedding albums that suit your requirement and
specifications. He is also a lifestyle a photographer in Langley and other regions in BC.
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